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The spatiotemporal regulation of bone morphogenetic protein
(BMP)-mediated cell differentiation relies on numerous secreted
molecules and feedback networks that modify both the extracellular
morphogen distribution and an individual cell's receptivity to the
morphogen signal. To investigate coupled intra/extracellular BMP-
mediated patterning, we developed 3D finite element models of the
Drosophila embryo and germarium and used the models to identify
mechanisms of pattern reproducibility, scale-invariance, and home-
ostasis. In the germarium model, we found that if positive feedback
enhances Dpp (Drosophila BMP2/4) uptake by germline stem cells
(GSCs), the coupled intra/extracellular network leads to autoregula-
tion of stem cell number by competition for Dpp. In the model, the
intracellular network enhances the GSC responsiveness to extra-
cellular Dpp, allowing GSCs to maintain stem cell fate in an
environment with Dpp levels below the level that would initiate
the formation of ectopic stem cells. Remarkably, the loss of GSCs in an
empty niche leads to a dynamic boost in available Dpp that is
sufficient to de-differentiate a developing cystoblast and re-establish
a GSC population in the niche. In the embryomodel for dorsal/ventral
patterning we compared model output for 8 alternative feedback
mechanisms against image data and found that direct or indirect
competition for limiting BMP ligand consistently led to better model/
image correspondence than mechanisms that did not compete for
extracellular ligand.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2010.05.041
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Beta-catenin primes organizer gene expression by recruiting a
histone H3 arginine 8 methyltransferase, Prmt2
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An emerging concept in development is that transcriptional
poising pre-sets patterns of gene expression in a manner that
reflects a cell's developmental potential. However, it is not known
how certain loci are specified in the embryo to establish poised
chromatin architecture as the developmental program unfolds. We
find that, in the context of transcriptional quiescence prior to the
midblastula transition in Xenopus, dorsal specification by the Wnt/
beta-catenin pathway is temporally uncoupled from the onset of
dorsal target gene expression, and that beta-catenin establishes
poised chromatin architecture at target promoters. Beta-catenin
recruits the arginine methyltransferase Prmt2 to target promoters,
thereby establishing asymmetrically dimethylated H3 arginine 8
(R8). Recruitment of Prmt2 to beta-catenin target genes is necessary
and sufficient to establish the dorsal developmental program,
indicating that Prmt2-mediated histone H3R8 methylation plays a
critical role downstream of beta-catenin in establishing poised
chromatin architecture and marking key organizer genes for later
expression.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2010.05.042
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FoxH1 and Nodal signaling during zebrafish development
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The Nodal signaling pathway is essential for proper mesendo-
derm specification and patterning in vertebrates. Transcription of
pathway targets depends on specific transcription factors such as
FoxH1 and Mixer. We have identified a new allele of zebrafish
FoxH1, called midway (mid), which truncates the protein before its
signal transduction domain and displays stronger defects than the
FoxH1 mutant schmalspur (sur). mid mutants, which may com-
pletely lack Nodal signaling through FoxH1, display a loss of
notochord and significant reduction of prechordal plate, while
having little or no effect on endoderm specification. A thorough
characterization of the mid phenotypes allows us to use this
mutation to study the roles of Nodal pathway transcription factors.
While Mixer is well documented as crucial for proper endoderm
specification, Mixer knockdown in a mid mutant does not resemble
a total loss of Nodal signaling. We find instead that inhibition of
Eomesodermin function in mid mutants approaches a loss-of-Nodal
phenotype, both morphologically and via mesendodermal gene
expression analysis. Together with previous findings implicating
Eomes functioning in a Nodal-dependent manner, our results
suggest that FoxH1 and Eomes together initiate all Nodal pathway
functions in the early zebrafish embryo.
doi:10.1016/j.ydbio.2010.05.043
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